**PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS**

**HAZARDS TO HEALTH AND REMEDIAL AKAIRWORK**

**CAUTION**

Harmful if swallowed or absorbed through the skin. Avoid breathing of vapors or spray mist. Avoid contact with skin and eyes. In case of contact, immediately flush eyes with plenty of water. Observe medical attention if irritation persists.

Do not apply directly to food. Volatilized treatment of Food Areas and/or Food Handling Establishments: Cover or remove any food and food processing equipment during application. Do not apply while food processing is underway. After space spraying food processing plants, thoroughly wash all equipment, benches, shelving, etc., where exposed food will be handled with an effective cleaning compound and rinse with potable water before reoccupying. After space spraying Stables, Farms, Animal Quarters, Stables, Farms, Animal Quarters, etc., wash all equipment during application. Do not apply while food processing is underway. After space spraying these areas, wash all equipment with an effective cleaning compound and rinse with potable water before reoccupying. After space spraying, ventilate treated area for 1 hour to 2 hours after application.

**PHYSICAL OR CHEMICAL HAZARDS**

Flammable. Containers under pressure. Keep away from heat, sparks and open flames. Do not puncture or incinerate container. Exposure to temperatures above 130°F may cause bursting. Do not spray on plastic, painted or varnished surfaces or directly into electronic equipment such as radios, TVs, etc.

**STATEMENT OF PRACTICAL TREATMENT**

If Swallowed: Do not induce vomiting because of aspiration hazard. Contact a physician immediately.

If In Eyes: Flush eyes with plenty of water. Get medical attention if irritation persists.

If On Skin: Wash with plenty of soap and water. Get medical attention if irritation persists.

**DIRECTIONS FOR USE**

It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

**FLYING INSECTS:** Flies, Mosquitos, Small Flying Moths, Wasps, Moth—Calculate cubic feet of space to be treated. Close all doors and windows. Spray in sweeping motions to all parts of the room. Apply for 2-3 seconds per 1,000 cubic feet of space. Sweep up and destroy fallen insects. Repeat treatment as necessary.

**CRANKING INSECTS:** Cockroaches, Ants, Spiders, Silverfish—Generally Volatilized Treatment: Open cabinets and doors in areas to be treated. Shut off air conditioners, fans, and close doors and windows before spraying. Spray for 20-50 seconds per 1,000 cubic feet of space. Direct spray toward areas suspected of harboring insects. Spray into hidden places such as cracks and crevices, behind cabinets, along baseboards and floors, around drains and plumbing. Lifting insects with spray may enhance insecticide contact. Area should be closed for 15 minutes. Open and ventilate before reoccupying. Repeat treatment as necessary.

**FOR COLLOCALES:** For best results, spray directly on cockroaches and thoroughly spray any part of the room suspected of harboring these pests. Special attention should be paid to cracks, hidden surfaces, under sinks, behind stoves and refrigerators, and storage areas. Direct spray toward any place these pests are suspected to be hiding. Also, spray into cracks, crevices, baseboards, sinks, cabinets, shelves and under appliances. Repeat as necessary.

**FOR CRACK & CREVICE APPLICATION:** Food Areas and/or Food Handling Establishments—Spray in cracks and crevices, using the crack and crevice nozzle provided. A crack and crevice application may be done in food areas and/or food handling establishments in the same facilities are in operation; extreme care must be taken not to contaminate surfaces.

**FOR SPIDERS AND SILVERFISH:** For control of these insects, frequent and repeated spraying of baseboards, window, doors, doorframes, bookcases and storage areas should be made. For best results, spray directly on insects.

**FOR CONKES:** Spray thoroughly and frequently behind stoves, refrigerators, under cabinets, in food storage areas, and especially in closets, basements, and other damp areas. For best results, spray directly on insects.

**FOR ANIMALS:** Sprays unit trails, nests and points of entry. For initial clean-up, apply for 10-15 seconds per 100 square feet of floor area. Then periodically spray a space treatment for 5-10 seconds per 100 cubic feet of space.

**FOR INDOORAL MINTS AND ANGUROUS GRAIN MOTHS:** Close doors and windows. Direct spray into all parts of room especially around stored food product containers, pallets and darkened areas. Spray 10-15 seconds for each 1,000 cubic feet of area. Keep area closed for 15 minutes following treatment. Repeat application as necessary or as needed.

**FOR CARPET BEETLES:** Spray directly on carpets, baseboards, floors, shelves and carpet padding. Repeat treatment as necessary.

**FOR HOUSEFLY, RODENTS, FLEAS, CRICKETS, SILVERFISH, GRAMMY WEEVES, NICE MICE, FLOU FLIES, GRAMM NITES:** Spray into cracks and crevices; processing and handling equipment, around cabinets or containers and other areas where insects tend to congregate. Spray 30-40 seconds for each 100 cubic feet of area. Area should be closed for 15 minutes before reoccupying. Repeat application as necessary or as needed.

**FOR RODENTS:** Rodent stations, particularly around attics and seams. Bait and spray with spray into all areas. Treat baseboards, mouse and rat holes. Repeat treatment as necessary.

**FOR FLEAS:** Spray sleeping quarters, dining, bed and floor covering where pets are kept. Repeat as necessary. For best results, use with a recommended pet flea control product.

**HORSE USE:** To Kill Cockroaches, Spiders, Silverfish, Wasps, Hornets, Blackflies, Flies, Gnats, Mites—Spray the insects directly when possible. Also, spray all probable hiding places, cracks, crevices, baseboards, sinks, cabinets, shelves and under equipment. Repeat as necessary.

**IN TOPICAL APPLICATIONS:** In Topical applications, apply directly to skin, hair, or mucous membranes. Repeat application as necessary. **IN TOPICAL APPLICATIONS:** In Topical applications, apply directly to skin, hair, or mucous membranes. Repeat application as necessary.

**VOLUMETRIC TREATMENT FOR INACCESSIBLE VOLUMES:** (Attics, False Ceilings, Wall and Equipment Voids): For crack and crevice application, calculate void volume in cubic feet, first 20-50 seconds per 1,000 cubic feet. Repeat as necessary or as needed.

**MILKROOM AND Poultry HOUSES:** Close all windows and doors. Direct spray upwards, spraying for 2-3 seconds per 1,000 cubic feet of space. Do not remain in treated areas. Ventilate after treatment.

**DAIRY FARM USE:** Spray all milking floors, milking equipment, outside and inside milking equipment. Spray the insect directly when possible. Also, spray all probable hiding places, cracks, crevices, baseboards, sinks, cabinets, shelves and under equipment. Repeat as necessary.

**ANIMAL USE:** Thoroughly spray entire animal from approximately 2 feet distance. Do not spray directly toward animal’s eyes. For best results, spray directly on insects. Repeat treatment as necessary.

**MILKING PARLOR AND MILKROOM:** Close all windows and doors. Direct spray upwards, spraying for 2-3 seconds per 1,000 cubic feet of space. Do not remain in treated areas. Ventilate after treatment.

**BEEF CATTLE OPERATIONS:** Direct spray into the head, neck, shoulders, and back skin cracks, and crevices. Direct spray to areas where flies are congregating. Direct spray to areas where flies are congregating. Direct spray to areas where flies are congregating. Direct spray to areas where flies are congregating.

**FOR USE IN INHOMES, Offices, Hotels, Motels, Schools, Hospitals, Nursing Homes, Day-care Centers, Factories, Warehouses, Stores, Supermarkets, Restaurants, Food Handling Establishments, Commercial or Institutional Kitchens, Food Processing Plants, Bottling Plants, Transportation Equipment (Automobiles, Buses, Trucks, Trailers, Bikes, Ships, Trains, Aircraft), Barns, Stables, Farms, Animal Quarters, Milkerooms and Poultry Houses**

- Do not use in aircraft cabins.
- Contains no CFCs or Other Ozone Depleting Substances. Federal Regulations Prohibit CFC Propellants in Aerosols.

**ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:**

*Pyrethrin..............................................................0.50%*

*Piperonyl Butoxide, technical..............................4.00%*

*Inert Ingredients...........................................95.50%*

*Equivalent to 3.2% (butylcarbityl) (6-propyl-2pyrrolidone) ether and 0.8% related compounds.

Pyrethrin are made from Chrysanthemum flowers

**KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN CAUTION**

See Back Panel for Additional Precautionary Statements.

**NET WEIGHT 17 oz / 482 g**

**NMT 17-31-700CBS-9 Rev. 3.0 6/99**